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PRESIDENT'S CORNER 

First and foremost, to each one of you I extend best wishes for a Happy Pesah, 
full of friends, family, festivities, and much meaning, I hope your year's projects 
are proceeding to your satisfaction. As for me, along about this time of year, 
I start getting the feeling described by the Pennsylvania Dutch motto on one of 
my numerous potholders: "Seems somehow like the hurrieder I go, the behinder I get." 
With this cheerful thought in mind, seems like I'd better hurry and impart some 
information you really ought to know. 

1) National AJL Convention is scheduled for June 23-26 in Cleveland. If at 
all possible, you should plan to attend. You'll benefit from the mutual 
support and informal education you'll find there, along with the many 
valuable workshops and programs, 

2) I recently attended a Bureau of Jewish Education Personnel Committee hear
ing on possible salary increase recommendations and general discussion of 
benefits, Most of those attending were school administrators, but a number 
of teachers and rabbis were also there. I, of course, was representing 
the school librarians, who were included under the BJE Personnel Code a 
couple of years ago after extensive lobbying for that inclusion. Dis
cussion was wide-ranging, but the following points should be of particular 
interest: 

a) BJE plans to determine a new scale this spring to more accurately re
flect what is actually going on in the field. Of interest to us: 
students teaching part-time do not have the undergraduate background 
qualifications for the Bureau's A scale, yet, according to several 
administrators, they are getting on; therefore, the scale must be 
revised so requirements are more accurate and realistic. This may 
have some ramifications for librarians with incomplete degrees, 

b) Administrators asked for added allocations to allow merit increases, 
and they were especially insistent about the need for a low-cost 
health cov.erage plan for employees who work part-time in more than 
one BJE affiliated organization. BJE promised to explore acting as 
an umbrella so that personnel with a given minimum number of hours 
weekly could get coverage through the bureau, even if the hours were 
spread through several employers, none of which cover them individually. 

c) Requests were made for a feasibility study of a Jewish Infant Day Care 
Center for BJE related employees and teachers, etc. 

d) There was to be a follow-up meeting, but it was postponed, and we were 
not notified of any subsequent sessions. I understand, however, that 
the BJE has recommended that salary increases for teachers in 1985-86 
should be 3 percent. You should be able to use this as a guideline 
in your own negotiations, 

3) On February 26th, I attended a Basic Cataloging Seminar run by AJ Library 
Seminars of Rockville, Maryland. It was held at the USC Norris Medical 
Library and presented by Karen Anderson, Chair of the Catalog Department 
at California State University at Northridge Libraries, The session was 
designed to provide librarians, technicians, administrators, and others 
having anything to do with original cataloging with an overview and under-

Continued on page 4 
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PREVIEW OF APRIL AJLSC MEETING 

Regrettable recent newspaper articles have been dealing with the activities 
of Neo-Nazi groups as they affect our Jewish community, This means that rabbis, 
teachers, and students will be needing information, current as well as background, 
on these groups. Thus, it is imperative that we librarians are familiar with this 
subject and gather source and materials for our patrons' needs, 

The meeting on April 15th is crucial to attend, Feel free to bring your assistants, 
educators, teachers, and colleagues from other temples and schoolso Call Adaire 
Klein at the Wiesenthal Library to let her know if you are bringing guests. We 
hope you will put this date on your calendar as a MUST! 

--Barbara Leff, Program Chairperson 

"LOOKING AT THE BIG LIE: HOW MODERN NAZISM ACHIEVES RESPECTABILITY" 

Following is an outline of the special program co-sponsored by AJLSC and SWC 
during Holocaust Remembrance Week - Monday, April 15, 1985, 

7:00 P,M,: Arrival, Coffee and refreshments available in corridor outside 
the SWC museum and library, Opportunity to browse. Staff 
available for questions. A survivor available in the museum. 

7:30 P,M,: Heeting in museum at south end. Short business meeting of the AJLSC, 

8:00 P ,H,: PROGR.Al'1 CHAIRPERSON: ADAIRE KLEIN 

1) DR, GERALD MARGOLIS (Director, SWC): 
Welcome and introduction to SWC and Holocaust Remembrance Week -
Threat posed by revisionists, 

2) AARON BREITBART (Senior Researcher, SWC) 
Philosophy and agenda of revisionists, Holocaust deniers, con
temporary anti-Semitic and Hate Groups, 

3) DR. JOSEPHINE KNOPP (Senior Educational Outreach Associate) 
The role of the educator in sensitizing teachers and students 
to the Holocaust and revisionism and the dangers of avoiding it. 
Brief description of SWC Educational Outreach Programs. 

4) ADAIRE KLEIN (Coordinator of Library Services, YULA/SWC) 
The role of the library and Librarian; censorship of materials; 
survey of revisionist and hate group publications, Brief description 
of SWC library/archives, 

5) Questions from the floor as time permits, 

9:00P.M.: Opportunity for browsing, individual consultations, and coffee. 
Exhibits of Holocaust archives, revisionist publications, con
temporary books of special interest, and SWC Publications will be 
available, "Kits" containing pertinent information and bibliographies 
will be distributed to all attendees, 

9:30P.M.: The evening will conclude between 9:30 and 10:00 P.H. 

AJLSC LIBRARY LIGHT is distributed free to AJLSC members, 

EDITORS: Joan Buchbinder,  
Jan Sherman,   
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER continued 

standing of Anglo-American Cataloging Rules and the changes that have been reflected 
in the second edition (AACR2) over the past decade, 

Ms, Anderson, who initiated and supervised the shift from manual to automated 
(OCLC) cataloging and the conversion from pre-AACR2 to AACR2 cataloging rules at 
CSUN, trained the professional and paraprofessional staffs there and has lectured 
extensively on this subject, She dealt briefly with the general principles of AACR2, 
its organization, descriptive cataloging of monographs, access points, and forms of 
headings, 

I taped almost the entirety of the seminar, which lasted from 10 A.M. to 4 P.M. 
with breaks, I have three ninety minute cassettes and would be willing to make 
them available if a group would like to get together with their AACR, 2nd edition, 
and hold a self-training session. I can't guarantee the consistency of the quality 
of the taping (You know how that is), but call me if you are interested, If enough 
people call, we'll look into setting up something, either now or in the fall, 

Again, Hag Sameach. 
Shalom, 

YOU ARE INVITED,,,, 

The Sinai Temple Blumenthal Library Committee invites all members of AJLSC 
to join us for a very special program featuring AARON LANSKY, founder and director 
of the National Yiddish Boolc Center, 

You read about Mr. Lansky in the 1984 AJL Convention Report from Atlanta, and 
you saw him on the front page of the Los Angeles Times View section last month. 
Now come and hear this charming, funny, and lovingly dedicated young Yiddishist 
and bibliophile as he shares his slides and meisehs, his adventures in search of 
the Yiddishe Buche. 

Date: 

Time: 

Place: 

Cost: 

Sunday, April 28, 1985 

1:00 P.M. 

Sinai Temple - Ziegler Hall 
10400 Wilshire Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 90024 

$2.50 

Refreshments will be served, so we need your RSVP, Call the Library before 
April 22nd at (213) 474-1518, Ext, 39 or (213) 470-4165, Then ~UillK YOUR CALENDAR. 
You'll be sorry if you miss it, 
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS 

First seder 

General Meeting - Simon Wiesenthal Center, 9760 Pica 
Blvd., L.A~ - 7:00P.M. 

Yom Ha.Shoah (Holocaust Remembrance) 

Yom Ha'atzmaut (Israel Independence) 

Aaron Lansky at Sinai Temple - Ziegler Hall - 10400 
Wilshire Blvd., L,A. - 1:00 P.M. 

AJLSC Board Meeting - Home of Barbara Leff, 
, 

Lag B'omer 

Walk Festival 

 

Installation of New Officers - Swimming and Potluck 
Dinner - Home of Martha Globerman, 10335 Wish Avenue, 
Granada Hills, Ca. 91344 - 3:00 P.M. - All AJLSC members 
invited, 

WORTHWHILE READING 

As Yom Ha~Shoahapproaches, I would like to call your attention to an excellent 
new work on anti-semitism geared for the young reader (12 and up), The local 
authors did much of their research with the help of Adaire Klein at the Simon 
Wiesenthal Center for the Holocaust, She recommended the book to me for an extensive 
review, which will appear in our next Library Light. However, due to its timely 
nature, I wanted to recommend it to you at this time. 

Arnold, Caroline. Anti-semitism: A Modern Perspective, Co-authored by Herma Sil
verstein. New York: Julian Messner (Simon and Schuster), cl385, 224pp. Index, 
Bibliography, 

--Rita Frischer 

ELAZAR AVAILABLE 

Daniel Elazar's book, A Classification System for Libraries of Judaica, is 
available through the Center for Jewish Community Studies, 1017 Gladfelter Hall, 
Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122, The cost is $16.50, plus 
$1,50 for shipping and handling, Send orders care of Marjorie L. Baros • 

.,, ... , .... , .... , ..... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , ...... , ..... , ..... , ...... , ...... , ............. , .... , ..... , ...... ,.,. ....... , ..... , ........... , ..... , ........................................... .. 
~" '" ~' "" ~-. '" "" ,., J\ '" '" '" ,-,. '" '" .n. '" '" '' '" '" '" '" I\ ''" "" 1'1- I'>'" '" '" '" '" ,.,. '" 

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE 

A Guide to Book Reviewing ,.,.., . ..., . .,.,.,., Children's Books of 1984 continued .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.d, More on 
Where to Go For What You Want ·k·:~-,'d::;':: Book and Tape Reviews o'<-Jddd< Etc,, Etc,, Etc. 

Permission to reprint articles from LIBRARY LIGHT is granted when credit is given 
to "Association of Jewish Libraries of Southern California LIBRARY LIGHT". 
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WHERE TO FIND WHAT YOU WANT 

One of the main topics of discussion among librarians at the Share-In in Febru
ary was the question of where to shop for the books we buy. We quickly realized 
that there are a number of vendors to service our needs, but discounts, timeliness 
of service, ability to fill orders, and quality of selection vary. Several of our 
AJLSC members graciously consented to inform the rest of us about their particular 
preference. Space limitations prevent us from printing all of these reviews in this 
issue. In June, we will devote more space to this topic, and hopefully, we will 
help everyone find the right vendor for the right book, 

--The Editors 

My first experience with J, Roth Bookstore was on a rainy day in December. In 
New York, this was always the best time for me to browse and lose myself in the 
world of books, What better day than a dark, gloomy one for going into a dark, 
gloomy bookstore with poorly lit aisles of bookcases, And always, the more estab
lished the bookstore, the more spiders and cobwebs I would find. 

Here in Los Angeles, I Has told that J. Roth Has a well established bookstore. 
And, naturally I expected that srJell that only a "Hell established" bookstore has. 
I hoped that the shelves would be standing straight, and not dangerously angled, 
however, For, in my last visit to a bookstore, I was hit by half a dozen falling 
books when I removed one from a shelf, I love books, but that was ridiculous. 
With this kind of pre-conditioning in mind, I arrived at J. Roth prepared for anything. 

When I walked in, I Has pleasantly surprised. The store Has so bright and 
cheerful that I thought the sun had come out. Everything was clean, and the books 
were displayed neatly, allowing easy access to all of them, There were no books on 
the floor, and I didn't need a flashlight! Moreover, Jack Roth, himself, came over 
to see if he could assist me. I found him very warm, friendly AND helpful. 

J. Roth's selection of books cover every phase of Jewish life, There is a wide 
range of children's literature from pre-school up, including English and HebreH 
Horkbooks, coloring books, puzzles, and game books. A special table displays books 
for the holidays, Israel and the Holocaust are two topics that are represented Hith 
a wealth of material, In addition there are beautiful picture books, numerous cook
books, and lovely art books. There are also many fine bool~s on philosophy and ethics, 
For example, Guard Your Tongue, Love Your Neighbor, Gateway to Happiness are all 
volumes that I consider a "must" for every library. 

A fair-sized selection of literature, fiction and non-fiction, is available in 
both hard and soft cover. There are also all kinds of bibles and prayer books with 
commentaries. To sum up, Jack Roth, Bookseller, is one of the best sources I have 
seen for books on Judaica. Since coming to Los Angeles, I have been there many times, 
and I have never been disappointed. 

--Stephen Nelson, Librarian 
Temple Beth Am 
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Frank, Anne, Anne Frank's Tales From the Secret Annex, With translations by Ralph 
Hanheim and Nichel Hok, Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, Inc,, 1984. 
136ppo $14,95. 

Written between August, 1943 and Harch, 1944, the fables, short stories, personal 
reminiscences and essays give insight into the circumstances under which they were 
written, Yet the reader, knowing that teenager Anne Frank and her family were in 
hiding from the Nazis during the bitter years of World War II, is not subjected to 
themes of gloom and despair. 

Her philosophy is amazing for one so young. In her outstanding short story, 
11 Cady's Life," she writes, "Someday perhaps men will listen more to the 'little 
bit of God' that is called conscience than to their desires," In an essay she 
writes, "The true greatness of a person does not lie in riches or power, but in 
character and goodness," 

Her depth and perception show Anne Frank to have been a fourteen-year-old with 
unusual maturity and remarkable talent. Her words reveal an amazing imagination, 
sensitivity and understanding about life and inter-personal relationshipso 

While the book is especially appropriate for ages nine through middle-teen 
years, the style in "Cady's Life" and the uplifting messages imparted throughout 
make it of interest to older readers, Each tale has a moral to impart, Anne 
gives great attention to detail, sharing her innermost thoughts and feelings, 
The reader appreciates how rewarding and fulfilling 1-Jriting was to her, 

It is heartbreaking to think 1-1hat the world lost because of man's bigotry and 
cruelty. Yet Anne herself would be quick to respond to feelings of sadness and 
despair, In her essay on "Happiness," written shortly before the Nazis found the 
Frank family and shipped them to Auschwitz, she speaks with a friend about his de
pression and counsels him to let "beauty and peace sink into you," Such is the 
legacy of her extraordinary spirit! 

Freedman, Robert 0,, Editor, Soviet Je>rry in the Decisive Decade, 1971-1980. 
Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press. 1984, Bibliography, Index. 
l59pp. $35,00 

Anyone with a serious interest in the problems and perspectives of the Soviet 

Continued on page 8 
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Soviet Jewry in the Decisive Decade continued 

refusenik movement will find this slim volume of much interest and importance, 
Various experts address themselves to different aspects of the problem: Soviet 
Jewry and Soviet ~~erican relations, absorption of Soviet Jews in Israel, historical 
analysis, acculturation and adaptation of Soviet Jews in the u.s., etc. Charts 
show monthly emigration figures from the U,S,S,R, from 1965-1981 and compare annual 
Soviet-American trade with Soviet Jewish emigration figures, 

There is a lot of contemporary history in this book, offering an excellent 
review of American and Soviet actions which have affected countless Jewish lives. 
The role of our congressmen and administrations in linking emigration of Jews from 
Russia with trade and arms negotiations, the responses from Soviet officials, the 
current climate in the Soviet Union for Jewish activists are discussed and different 
viewpoints presented, 

Clearly and concisely written, this book can be a most valuable addition to 
information about the Soviet Jewish movement. 

Gross, Joel, The Lives of Rachel, New York: New American Library, 1984. 424pp. 
$13.95. 

Readers familiar with Gross' The Books of Rachel will remember that in every 
generation from 15th century Spain and carrying over to 17th century Venice, 18th 
century Berlin, 19th century Jerusalem until 20th century Europe, there was a 
Jewess named Rachel whose steadfastness and loyalty to her people inspired and 
sustained them, 

In The Lives of Rachel, Gross writes of earlier Rachels, those who lived in 
ancient Judea, in barely-civilized Rome, in Byzantium, in medieval England and 
in the 11th century Rhineland, These young women also were a source of unusual 
strength, dedication to their heritage and faith, and loyalty to Torah's teachings. 
Despite the multiple restrictions on their lives they exemplified the continuity 
and unity of the Jewish people throughout the ages. 

They resisted conversion to Christianity which might have saved their lives; 
they showed rare courage and bravery in the face of the cruelty of Antiochus 
Epiphanes, the vilification of the Greeks and Romans, the power and threats of 
Anglo Saxons, and the Crusader hordes. Blamed for the dreaded plague, for the 
crucifixion of Jesus, in fact, accused of being the source of all of society's 
evils,,,,the familiar litany of the ages where Jews are concerned, the Jewish 
people in each era, had ~~ong them a woman named Rachel who defied a tyrant in 
order to remain true to God and His Name. 

Gross has done much research and the reader gets a very good background in 
ancient and medieval history, gaining great understanding on how political and 
social events impacted on the Jewish people, We relate easily to the various 
Rachels in our past, realizing that there were those who, because of their special 
attributes, did not allow themselves to become passive victims of violence against 
our people. 

For the reader who has not yet read either book, it is suggested that the newer 
one can be read first, so that the chronological order of events can be better 

Continued on page 9 
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The Lives of Rachel continued 

appreciatedo It should also be pointed out that the newer book has an episode 
of debauchery, involving a very young Jewess "lvho has been enslaved, The passages 
of explicit sex may be offensive to some readers, 

Freeman, Cynthia. Illusions of Love. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1984, 
308pp. $16,95, 

Some men must have it all: love, passion and every dream fulfilled. Only when 
perfection, as they had perceived it, turns out to be illusionary do they appreciate 
Hhat they had right along and realize the value of the mundane, 

Martin Roth, Jewish, married to the lovely, understanding Sylvia for 25 years, 
never stopped mooning for Jenny, the Catholic girl he imagined himself in love 
With in his youth, Wnen they meet again, he decides to divorce his Hife and 
finally have Hhat he alHays felt was his due, "complete happiness", Like so 
many before him, he soon realizes that the unattainable doesn't always equate with 
the gold at the end of the rainbow, 

Freeman, in making the family Jewish, manages to bring in some background about 
customs, heritage and tradition, VJi th the emphasis on intermarriage. Othenvise, 
this is typical of Freeman's last feH novels where the ingredients rely heavily 
on romance and misery, despite great wealth and Harm family ties. This book Hill 
never become a classic. It lvill bring only a few hours escapism and entertainment, 

Reichel, Aaron I., J,D, The Naverick Rabbi. Norfolk, Virginia: The Donning Company, 
Publishers, 1984, Bibliography, Footnotes, Index, 36lpp. $12.95 Hardcover. 
$7,95 Paperbadc, 

Written as a tribute to the late Rabbi Herbert S, Goldstein by his grandson, 
this book will appeal primarily to Orthodox Je~Ty and to those readers interested 
in the myriad activities involved in a rabbi's schedule. 

Goldstein devoted his life to working Hith yotmg Jews and, to his credit, he 
Has most successful in enticing them back to traditional Judaism. Through his 
Institutional Synagogue,which incorporated not only the spiritual aspects of our 
faith, but the social, educational and recreational needs of the congregation as 
well, he inspired, guided, and notivated untold numbers of NeH York's JeHs early 
in the centuryo 

His Hork continued through the years as he involved himself "lrrth the poor, 
the delinquents, the disinterested, the immigrants. Totally committed both as a 
Jew and an American, he wore no blinders where the general community was concerned. 
He understood the special problems faced by those lvho found it difficult to main
tain orthodoxy in America; he tool~ stands on controversial issues; he faced the 
challenges post-World Har I presented Hhen many young people experienced a loss 
of idealism, He responded Hith enthusiasm, determination, and innovation. 

He succeeded as evidenced by the record numbers Hho joined and participated 
in the Institutional Synagogue with commitment and devotion to his objectives. 

One cannot help but admire Rabbi Goldstein's accomplishments, but at the same 
time the endless details of his every endeavor make for dull reading. 
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Neuwirth, Yehoshua Y, Shemirath Shabbath: A Guide to the Practical Observance of 
Shabbath, New York: Feldheim, 1984, 

This volume is representative of a whole new genre of English language Judaica. 
Translations of classic rabbinic and halakhic texts from Hebrew to English continue 
to proliferate, exposing laymen and the English-speaking world to a heritage, hereto
fore unlmoHn to them, Nany of these texts, even when translated, cannot be studied 
independently by people who neither understand nor relate to the philosophy or the 
application of the halakhah. 

Shemirath Shabbath, a modern halakhic text, attempts to provide a practical 
understanding and application of the halakhah to modern innovations. The Sabbath
observant Jew faces many complicated problems in an attempt to apply the laws of 
squeezing, grinding, kneading, fire, and the transfer of objects to a contemporary 
world of gas ranges, electricity, security systems, elevators, etc, This English 
edition has been carefully prepared to reflect the accuracy and authenticity of 
the original text, The detailed table of contents and the comprehensive index 
facilitate the use of the text. Even Hith these tools, the complete novice, who 
has neither intellectual nor emotional grounding in rabbinic sources and Jewish 
law, will have difficulty learning or applying the halakhah independently, The 
book could be used for study very nicely by a study group "lvith a leader or in
structor. It would be most meaningful and productive if the group had some back
ground in Jewish learning and observance of Jewish law, 

This English language text is the first volume and covers the initial tlventy
two chapters of the original. At this point the Engli.sh edition does not include 
the source citations of the HebreH original, It is possible that they may be in
corporated in the next volume, Although I 1vould normally be critical of a work 
which did not cite sources, I do not perceive this as a major flaw in this par
ticular volume. Since the vast majority of the sources have not been translated 
into English and inasmuch as the rabbinic Hebrew of the original precludes a cer
tain level of understanding, a citation of this expansive list of sources would 
only complicate the use of the text, enlarge its size and elevate the price, 

In the final analysis, I recommend the book, but not for everyone, If there 
is a public Hho Hill use it, it is an excellent and reliable reference and resource. 

Adaire Klein, Coordinator of Library 
Services, YuLA/SWC 

Provost, Gary. Good If It Goes. New York: Bradbury Press, cl984, 146pp, $10,95, 

David, at 12, is small but mighty, He is a dynamite player in the Shrimp League, 
which he and his buddy conceived so that short kids could play basketball too, He 
has his eye on a girl. Life is good, But as his Bar Mitzvah approaches, things get 
more complicated, His normally laid-back family tenses up, He learns that his 
adored grandfather has heart problems and might not be around for his swrrmer Bar 
Nitzvah, 11,Tith all this happe_ning, David is called upon to become a man, in fact)as 
well as Jev-.'ish ritual, much faster than he Hould have preferred, 

This book, "\vinner of JWB-JeHish Book Council's National Book Award for Children's 
Literature in 1984, moves as gracefully and swiftly as the best of basketball players 

Continued on page 11 
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Good If It Goes continued 

on David's te~~. Provost and co-author, Gail Levine-Freidus, have blended con
vincing family portraits, good snappy dialogue, and believable events to shape a 
>vork that demonstrates unusua1 1i terary quality, as >vel1 as strong JeHish family 
and group values, And, unlike some a Hard 1vinning books, this is a >vork young 
modern readers Hill truly enjoy. Despite some minor fla1-.rs, such as a stereotypic 
food-pushing grandmother, this is a story that stays "good as it goes." 

Other nominees: _Celebrating Life by l'Ialka Drucker and Our Golda by David Adler 1v-ill 
be revieHed next issue, 

-- Rita Frischer 

NOH HEAR THIS,,,, 

A couple of years ago, during a trip to Albuquerque, I discovered an exceptionally 
interesting children's bookstore, trespassers Hilliam, tucked aHay on a corner across 
the street from a park v1here regular story hours are held under the trees, I have 
been on their mailing list ever since, G~-rynne, the oHUer, Has kind enough to send 
me revieH coptes of some of the neH tapes of JeHish interest Hhich she had mentioned 
in her ne~-rsletter, These unusual tapes, part of the Have Stories: Hill Travel 
collection, are available for $9,95 each from: 

trespassers Hilliam 
700 Amherst NE 
Albuquerque, Nevi Nexico 87106 

The store specializes in early childhood materials, good parenting books, biblio
therapy, and just good reading, The owners publish a monthly ne11sletter called 
CUBBY'S CORNER ~Vhich revie"IVS books, tapes, and other materials and is available for 
$12o00 a year, 

--Rita Frischer 

Tape ffl - Hanukl{ah narrated by Lynn Gottlei b. 

Lynn Gottleib has a unique style of storytelling lvhich can be both enchanting 
and tedious. I vas left exhausted after listening to one side of her Hanu}:l;:.ah 
"story," Too many styles and concepts are haphazardly mixed into a compacted forty 
minutes" Throughout the tape 3 Gottleib chants her mystical interpretations of 
Hanukkah -.;,rhile trying to tell the ~-rhole story. It just doesn't >vork. It is ex
tremely hard to follmv and lacks a flow and sense of cohesiveness, In addition, her 
sing-song syle and voice tend to become annoying. 

Therefore, I \vas re1ieved to find that side t1-.ro does Horl{, Gottleib tells t1w 
stories, a psalm and an interpretation of the "Ho1.y Days of Hanukkah" that I Hould 
play for my students. Her chanting is effective 1v-hen used at the end of a story or 
throughout an entire short pieceo The psa1m in praise of Biblical 1vomen is mesmerizing 
and the spiritual exuberance is inspiring, Gottleib, a resident of Albuquerque, uses 
the ritual storytelling style of the American Indians, which provides a unique 
addition to the Je<v-ish potpourri. 

It might behoove Gottleib to brush up on her HebreH pronunciation and to recheclz 
some minor facts. Her retelling and reinterpretation of the legendary choosing of 
the Temple site reveals her storytelling art. I \v-as pleased to find that the female 

Continued on page 12 
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NOH HEAR THIS continued 

character was put in a position of comBunal authority, Good sound effects and 
voice intonations cvere effective in "The Tale of Ho1v the Temple Was to be Built." 
While altogether pleasant, her storytelling technique needs some polish. There 
are mL'Tierous faulty pauses throughout the tape. Nevertheless, I look forward to 
hearing more of Lynn Gottleib's short storieso Her spiritual path is exciting, 
and I await her further grmvth \vi th anticipation, 

--Leah Fine, Teacher 
Hollywood Temple Beth El 

In the next issue we will review another of the tapes sent from trespassers 
lvilliam, 

A HEMOR.A.BLE NENO FRON NARTHA. 

The definition of the word "rabbi" is a teacher. He have learned a great deal 
from rabbis, both in the past and in the present, I recently read a sermon written 
by Rabbi Samuel Chiel, from his book, Living Courageously. The following is an 
excerpt from this sermon, called "Be a Nensch," 

"Some months ago, a remarkably brilliant man by the name of Robert Kirsch died 
at the age of fifty-eight. He was the book critic for the Los Angeles Times. He 
wrote more book revimvs than any modern critic, six days a week for twenty-three 
years, In his spare time, he also 1vrote a dozen books, fiction and non-fiction, 
Robert Kirsch 1-ras born in Brooklyn, and not long ago summed up his career and his 
values in these words: 'In the end, all of it is an attempt to recapture Coney 
Is-land and the lesson I learned there: Live, Read, Grm-r, and be a Hensch,' That's 
a beautiful summation of life, and he somehmv put it all together in seven words, 
Let me interpret his l·JOrds for you. 

"Live" - try to live each day fully, enjoy it as a gift and give thanks for 
all your blessings, 

"Read"- don't let TV taloce you aHay from reading, because r.vhen you read, you 
share the lives and insights of the greatest minds that ever lived. The more you 
read the great books of Jewish Tradition, the more you become inspired by the 
greatness of its beauty, truth, and wisdom, 

"Grow" - never stop growing as a person; never become satisfied with lvhat you 
have achieved till nmv. Let your mind keep grm<Iing h'i th greater sensi ti vi ty and 
understanding for ot:l1ers and their needs. Let your soul l\.eep growing with greater 
openness to God for the strength and meaning He can give your life. 

"Be a l'1ensch" - try to be the kind of person who 1<1ill be respected and loved, 
not because of your po1ver, fame, or fortune, but because you personify the qualities 
of 'Nenschlichl<:eit', Because you are fairJ generous, and compassionate under all 
circwustances. 

"For Robert Kirsch, his words "lvere lil-::.e a beautiful epitaph for his life. 
each of us, his words are a beautiful evocation of the goals and values we need 
our o1Vn lives," 

For 
for 

The above Hords are just a part of the learning process given to us by the 1-rritten 
ivords that are part of our Jewish heritage, As librarians, we have the responsibility 
to share and teach from the great books of our Je1vish tradition. 

Martha Globerman, Librarian 
Temple Ramat Zion, Northridge 
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HHAT'S "!'1EH IN CHILDREN'S BOOKS - 1984 

The follm-1ing books all bear a 1984 imprint and Here considered for this year's 
JHB-Je1vish Book Council National J eHish Book A Hard for Juvenile Literature, The 
three nominated books are indicated Hith an asterisk. Elazar cataloging has been 
included, Please note: "j" prefix is used for primary materials Hhich may be given 
"xy" or "xz" prefixes in other systems, "x" prefix indicates ele-mentary level; 
"YA" is used for Young Adult level, ages 12-15. 

~/\ i\dler, Dav·ict PJ.fi Our Golda: The Story of Golda Meir. Illustrated b~l DoiL.""la Ruff i 
Neu York: Vilzing Press, cl98iJ, $10.95. 

Nominated for the 1984 National Je>;ish Bool\. AI-J-arcl, this is an excellent vieH· 
of Golda's complicated life, For readers 8-11, 
x799,8 Adl 1. rlEIR, GOLDA, 1898-1978, 2, ISRAEL -- BIOGRAPHY, L Title, 

A Picture Book of IsraeL New Yorl\.: Holiday House, cl984, $10~95, 
jS20 Adl-l. ISRAEL ( --·DESCRiiTION Al\fD TRAVEL; --STUDY AL'-:D TEACHING) I. Title, 

Benjanin, Carol Lea, Nobody~~~by _Nm:i:, NeH Yorlc i'lacmillan, cl984, $10,95, 
Not heavily Jewish, but a good depiction of a 15-year-old girl Hho helps care 
for her grandmother, She comes of age Hhen she must finally accept that her 
grandmother's physical problems require more help than the family can provide, 
Ages 11-14, 
YA Fie Ben 1, GRAND:IOTHERS - FICTION I, Title 

Ben Yaa}cov, Avraban, The King h'1w Cane Bad::, New York: FeldheiTJ Publishers, cl984, 
$5.95, 

ll]ri tten in the style of a Hasidic allegory, combining many classic folkloric 
elements, this is the allegorical story of tHo counsellors, one wise and one 
foolish, T,rho must rule tht-:>ir kingdom until the King returns, 
xl90, 5 Ben L FOLKl.ORE 3 K-\SIDIC--;'-lODERN, L Title, 

Tbe Best of Olomeinu: Book 5, Pesach and Other Stories. New York: Mesorah Publica-
tions, cl984. $10,95, 

Of these 20 stories from the Torah Umesorah magazine, 15 deal with Passover 
and many can be adapted for any denominational setting, Book 5 of Olo.rr1einu series, 
244,5 Bes L PESAH--SHOH.T STORIES. 2o SHORT STORIES, I. Fruchter, Yaakov, 

Bober, Natalie S, Breaking Tradition: Tbe Story of Louise Nevelson, NeH York~ 
Athenew11, cl984, $12,95, 

Biography· of a woman considered many as one of the finest artists of our tiEte, 
YA 799 NEV Bob Io NEVELSON, LOUISE, 1900 - • 2. SCul.PTURE AND SCULPTORS, 
3. ARTISTS--U.,S, L Title, 

BursteinJ Chaya, Joseph and Arma Is Time Capsule: c~ Legacy from Old Je\-Jish Prague, 
Illustrated by Nancy Ed\vards Calder, Edited Linda A, Altshuler and l'larjorie 
Lo Share, New York: Swmnit Bool<:s 7 c1984, $8,95, 

Using the concept of a time capsule, this beautifully illustrated book divided 
into t1w sectionsJ first introduces life in Prague in 18Lr5 and then encourages 
modern children to prepare their mm time capsules, Done in conjunction ~,-j_ th 
Smithsonian's traveling exhibit "The Precious Legacy," For ages 8-ll, 
x601, 6 Bur 1. CZECHOSLOV_-\KIA--PRAGUE--SOCIAL LIFE AJ:m CUSTOPIS 2. CZECHOSLOVAKL\--
PRAGUE--CUSTONS AND CEREi'IONIES, I, Calder 7 Nancy Ed1-1ards, II, Altshuler, Linda 
A. III. Share, Narjorie L, IV, Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition 
Service, V, Title, 
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Chaikin, Miriam, Lower! Higher! You're a Liar! Illustrated by Richard Egielski. 

New York: Harper and Rm,;r, cl984, $11.95, 
The fourth in the Chai}:in series; this book finds Nolly involved in organizing 
a club, confronting tough, nasty Celiaj and learning a lot about herself and 
others along the Hay, Good Jelvish content; should appeal to ages 8-12. 
xFic Cha l, U.S. --FICTION. 2. FANILY LIFE--FICTION. I. Title, 

-------- Shake a Palm Branch: The Stor:y and Neaning of Sulzkot, Illustrated 
by l'larvin Friedman. Ne"lv York: Houghton, Nifflin Co, J cl984, $12,95, 

Very thorough, interesting and lively 1 this >vork contains a complete overvielv 
of the history, customs, and ceremonies of the Feast of Tabernacles. Includes 
a glossary,, index, brief booklisto Contains transliterated blessings, 
x242 Cha l. SUIZKOT, I. Title. 

Cohen_. Barbara. Here Come the Purim Players. Illustrated by Beverly Brodsky, l\ie1;v 
York: Lothrop Bool<:s 9 cl98Lf, $12,00. 

A beautiful version of the Purim story set Hithin a story about the celebration 
of the holiday in the Prague ghetto. A nominee for the National Jewish Book 
Award - Illustrated Juvenile \{ork. Ages 6-lOo 
j249,5 Coh 1. P"L'Ell'I (--SHORT STORIES; -·-HISTORY,) I. Brodsl<:y, Beverly Ilo Title 

Cowen, Ida and Irene Gunther. A Spy for Freedom: The Story of Sarah Aaronsohn, JeHish 
Biography Series, NehT York: E,P, Dutton, c198!+, $14.95, 

Hell done and absorbing fictionalized, biographical lvork about a lesser kno1m 
heroine 1vho became a spy for Palestine duri:ng lvorld Har I. 
YA 799 1 ,8 ? ... AR Coh L iv\RONSOHN, SAP,AH, 1890-1917, 2, ISRAEL--BIOGRAPI-rl, 
/1, ISR/1.11..,--ESPIONAGE, I. Gunther, Irene. II. Title, III. Series. 

~':Drucl<:er, Nalka. Celebrating Life: Jer.,;rish Rites of PassagE:_. Ne\: Yorl<:: Holi 
House, cl984. $11.95. 

Describes the traditional ceremonies celebrating bir~h, Bar Mitzvah, 
and death, Very \\'ell clone. Ages 9-12, 
x2.22 Dru l. JUDAISN--CUSTONS ;\J:'iD CERENONIES, 2, BIRTH, 3, CIRCUJ'1CISION, 4, 
Plfi'YO}! Pili BEN, 5, BAR ;>IITZVAH AND BAT NITZVAY:, 6, Nr\RRIAGE, 7, DEATH, I. Title,. 
II. Title: Jewish Rites of Passage, 

Finl<:elman 9 Shimon. The Story of Reb ~lchon?_~· Illustrated by Yosef Dershm-Jitz, 
Designed by Sheah Brander. New York: ~esorah, cl984, ~10,95. 

Not generally valuable, this is a rather heavy treatment of the life of a::1 
important Orthodox rebbe, 
YA799 HAS Fin L HASSERl:.J.'iN, ELI-LA.NAN BlJ.i.';I;:.I, 1875-191+1. I. Title. II. Der
showitz, Yosef, III. Brander, Sheah. 

Firer, Benzion1 The Long Journey Home. Translated from the Hebrew 
Ne1;J Yorlc: Feldheim Publishers, cl98Lr, $5, 95. 

Bracha Slae, 

Idealistic children of Polish families emigrate to Palestine and to Russia 
seeking a "utopian" society, 
xFic Fir 1. POLAND--HISTORY--FICTION, 2, ZIONISN--HISTORY --FICTIOl\J. I. Title, 

Ganz., Yaffe, Follmving the ~loon, Illustrated by Harvey Klineman, New York; Feld-
heim, cl984, $8,95. 

Based largely on information from K.itov's Book of Our Heritage, this 1wrk 
follows the Jewish calendar, discussing each month with its holidays, facts, 
and folklore. Presented through illustrations and brief captions, Useful 
information for all ages, (Ashkenazic prorn.L.'LCiations.) 

235 Gan 1. C'ILENDAR. 2. HISTORY, I. Kliner;1an, Harvey, IL Title, 
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Greene, Jacqueline D. Butchers and Bakers, Rabbis and Kings. Rockville, Md,, 
Kar-Ben Copies, cl984, $9,95pb, 

A nice folkloric story about ~he Jewish population of Tudela, Spain in 1114 
and their method of bargaining for protection from King Alfonse. 
jFic Gre 1, SPAIN--HISTORY, MEDIEVAL--FICTION, I, Hirsh, Marilyn, II, Title, 

Hest, Amy, The Crack-of-Dawn Walkers. Illustrated by Amy Schwartz, New York: 
Macmillan, cl984, $9,95, 

A quiet, not specifically Jewish story about Sadie and her grandfather, who 
go for a very special walk early every other Sunday, 
jFic Hes 1, GRANDFATHERS--FICTION, 2. BROTHERS AND SISTERS--FICTION. I. 
Title, II, Schwartz, Amy, 

Hull, Eleanor. The Summer People, New York: Atheneum, cl984, $11,95. 
A story of assimilation and of Jenny who spends her summers in a Christian 
summer colony where she never feels quite accepted, Ages 12 and up. 
xFic HUL l, JEWISH IDENTITY--FICTION, I, Title, 

Isaacman, Clara, Clara's Story, As told to Joan Adess Grossman, Philadelphia: 
Jewish Publication Society, cl984, $11,95, 

The true story of a young girl and her family's escape from Nazi persecution, 
Focuses on youthful concerns, in terms familiar to young people, as Clara's 
comfortable middle-class life comes apart, 
YA736,5 Isa 1. HOLOCAUST, 1939-1945--PERSONAL NARRATIVES, 2, HOLOCAUST, 
1939-1945--BELGIUM. I, Grossman, Joan Adess. II, Title, 

Kerr, M.E. Him She Loves? New York: Harper and Row, cl984. $10.50. 
A book discovered to be full of stereotypes the brash Jewish comic, his 
sexy, rebellious JAP daughter, and the hero of the work, a hapless, non-Jewish 
boy that Miss JAP uses to get her father's goat, 
YA Fie Ker I, Title, 

Kitman, Carol and Ann Hurwitz. One Mezuzah: A Jewish Counting Book, Chappaqua, 
N.Y.: Rossel Books, cl984, $9.95 he, $3,95 pb. 

A counting book using Jewish concepts and symbols, Very well done, Ages 3-6, 
j481 Kit 1, JUDAISM--STUDY AND TEACHING 2, SYMBOLS AND SYMBOLISM, 3, COUNTING 
BOOKS, I. Title, II, Hurwitz, Ann, 

Kresh, Paul, Isaac Bashevis Singer: The Story of a Storyteller. Illustrated by 
Penrod Scofield. New York: Lodestar Books, cl984. $11,95, 

Part of Dutton's new Jewish Biography Series, this work,by the author of a 
Singer biography for adults, describes the writer's early years in Europe, 
his relationship with his older brother, his transfer to America and his 
reaction to fame, Ages 10 and up, 
YA 799 SIN Kre 1, SINGER, ISAAC BASHEVIS, 1904- , 2, YIDDISH LITERATURE, 
I. Scofield, Penrod, II. Title, III. Series, 

Lasky, Kathryn, Prank, New York: Macmillan, cl984. $12.95, 
Birdie Flynn, an East Boston Catholic, begins to study the history of the 
Holocaust after her brother is caught desecrating a synagogue, An interesting 
study of a sensitive girl in a quarrelsome, insensitive atmosphere in which the 
mindless anti-Semitic act serves as a catalyst for self-examination and change, 
YA Fie Las l, ANTI-SEMITISM--FICTION, I, Title, 

Levey, Myron, The Hanukkah of Great-Uncle Otto, Illustrated by Donna Ruff, Phila-
delphia: Jewish Publication Society, cl984, $10.95. 

Joshua and his great-uncle Otto try to make a menorah for Joshua's parents 
like the one from Otto's youth 1 which was lost in the Holocaust. 
x247,5 Lev 1, HANUKKAH--FICTION, I, Title, 
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Mark, Michael, 
A series 
progress; 
xFic Mar 

Toba, New York: Bradbury Press, cl984, $10.95, 
of dreamy, charming fragments which are part of a larger work 

about the author's grandmother in her early years in Europe. 
1, POLAND--FICTION, 2, FAMILY LIFE--FICTION, I, Title, 

in 

Metter, Bert, Bar Mitzvah, Bat Mitzvah: How Jewish Boys and Girls Come of Age. 
New York: Ticknor and Fields, cl984. $10.95, 

Information on ceremony, history, and meaning of Bar and Bat Mitzvah, Addressed 
directly to the potential Bar or Bat Mitzvah, this work gently urges the im
portance of retaining the spiritual emphasis of the occasion. 
x222,3 Met l, BAR MITZVAH AND BAT MITZVAH. I. Title. 

M8yer, Henye. The Exiles of Crocodile Island, Illustrated by Yosef Dershowitz, 
New York: Mesorah Publications, cl984. $9,95 he, $6,95 pb. 

In 1493, 2,000 Jewish children, under the guard of Portuguese soldiers and 
priests, were taken to an island off the African coast to cultivate sugar 
plantations for the Spanish Crown. There they grew up, holding to their faith. 
The book is full of coincidence and melodrama, but the story is well researched, 
based on an incident reported briefly in an Abarbanel commentary to Exodus 7:26. 
YA Fie Mey 1. SPAIN--HISTORY--FICTION, 2, PORTUGAL--HISTORY--FICTION, I. Title. 

Orgel, Doris. Risking Love, New York: Dial Books, cl984. $12.95, 
Orgel sensitively charts the course of a young woman's therapy as she discovers 
she is not as "normal" as she assumed when she first decided to leave college 
and go off with her boyfriend to Florida, Dinah Moskowitz is Jewish, but her 
Jewish identity is largely irrelevant in this well-written work, 
YA Fie Org 1. PSYCHIATRY--FICTION. I. Title, 

Orlev, Uri, The Island on Bird Street, Translated from the Hebrew by Hillel Halkin. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, cl984. $10.95, 

Set in Poland during the Holocaust, this novel is about 11-year-old Alex, who 
waits alone in hiding, throughout the harsh winter while he hopes for his 
father's promised return. 
YA Fie Orl 1. HOLOCAUST, 1939-1945--FICTION. 2, HOLOCAUST, 1939-1945--POLAND-
FICTION, I, Title, 

Peretz, Isaac Leib, The Seven Good Years and Other Stories of I,L. Peretz, Trans
lated and adapted by Esther Hautzig. Illustrated by Deborah Kogan Ray. Phila
delphia: Jewish Publication Society, cl984, $10.95. 

Lively and lyrical translations of ten classic Peretz tales, several of which 
have been reworked since they were first translated by Hautzig in The Case 
Against the Wind. 
x563 Per 1, PERETZ, ISAAC LEIB, 1852-1915. 2, YIDDISH LITERATURE. 3, SHORT 
STORIES--COLLECTIONS--YIDDISH, I. Hautzig, Esther, ed, and trans. II. Ray, 
Deborah, illus, III. Title, 

~·:Provost, Gary. Good If It Goes, New York: Bradbury Press, cl984, $10,95, 
David, "shrimp-league" basketball star, struggles to sort out his values as 
his Bar Mitzvah approaches, and he learns that his beloved grandfather is 
very ill, Very realistic and appealing for junior high age readers with a 
good, convincing depiction of a modern Jewish family. 
YA Fie Pro 1, BAR MITZVAH AND BAT MITZVAH--FICTION. I. Levine-Freidus, Gail, 
II, Title. 

Ribalow, Harold u. Jewish Baseball Stars, New York: Hippocrene, cl984. $12.95, 
The stories of 18 Jewish players from Johnny Kling who played for the Cubs 
in 1901 to Steve Stone, Orioles All-Star pitcher. 
696,798 Rib l. ATHLETES--BIOGRAPHY, COLLECTIVE 2. SPORTS--U,S. I, Title 

To Be Continued In June Issue G>f "Library Light", -- Rita Frischer 




